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Diagnosis Procedure Approval Disapproval Withdrawal Grand Total
0037U Targeted genomic sequence analysis, solid organ neoplasm, DNA analysis of 324 genes, interrogation for sequence variants, gene copy number amplifications, gene rearrangements, microsatellite instability and tumor mutational burden2 0 1 3
0042T Cerebral perfusion analysis using computed tomography with contrast administration, including post-processing of parametric maps with determination of cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood volume, and mean transit time4 3 0 7
0242U Targeted genomic sequence analysis panel, solid organ neoplasm, cell-free circulating DNA analysis of 55-74 genes, interrogation for sequence variants, gene copy number amplifications, and gene rearrangements0 5 1 6
0334U Oncology (solid organ), targeted genomic sequence analysis, formalin-fixed paraffinembedded (FFPE) tumor tissue, DNA analysis, 84 or more genes, interrogation for sequence variants, gene copy number amplifications, gene rearrangements, microsatellite instability and tumor mutational burden0 1 0 1
27096 Injection procedure for sacroiliac joint, anesthetic/steroid, with image guidance (fluoroscopy or CT) including arthrography when performed638 352 61 1,237
62321 Injection(s), of diagnostic or therapeutic substance(s) (eg, anesthetic, antispasmodic, opioid, steroid, other solution), not including neurolytic substances, including needle or catheter placement, interlaminar epidural or subarachnoid, cervical or thoracic; with imaging guidance (ie, fluoroscopy or CT)515 288 56 1,045
62323 Injection(s), of diagnostic or therapeutic substance(s) (eg, anesthetic, antispasmodic, opioid, steroid, other solution), not including neurolytic substances, including needle or catheter placement, interlaminar epidural or subarachnoid, lumbar or sacral (caudal); with imaging guidance (ie, fluoroscopy or CT)752 454 58 1,637
64479 Injection(s), anesthetic agent and/or steroid, transforaminal epidural, with imaging guidance (fluoroscopy or CT); cervical or thoracic, single level129 85 13 242
64483 Injection(s), anesthetic agent and/or steroid, transforaminal epidural, with imaging guidance (fluoroscopy or CT); lumbar or sacral, single level1,313 863 234 3,214
64490 Injection(s), diagnostic or therapeutic agent, paravertebral facet (zygapophyseal) joint (or nerves innervating that joint) with image guidance (fluoroscopy or CT), cervical or thoracic; single level514 314 68 1,054
64493 Injection(s), diagnostic or therapeutic agent, paravertebral facet (zygapophyseal) joint (or nerves innervating that joint) with image guidance (fluoroscopy or CT), lumbar or sacral; single level1,283 843 152 2,773
64633 Destruction by neurolytic agent, paravertebral facet joint nerve(s), with imaging guidance (fluoroscopy or CT); cervical or thoracic, single facet joint183 116 36 368
64635 Destruction by neurolytic agent, paravertebral facet joint nerve(s), with imaging guidance (fluoroscopy or CT); lumbar or sacral, single facet joint480 400 147 1,151
70336 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, temporomandibular joint(s) 22 26 2 105
70450 Computed tomography, head or brain; without contrast material 625 536 130 6,262
70480 Computed tomography, orbit, sella, or posterior fossa or outer, middle, or inner ear; without contrast material189 102 21 1,039
70486 Computed tomography, maxillofacial area; without contrast material 416 344 47 4,354
70490 Computed tomography, soft tissue neck; without contrast material 450 335 47 2,647
70496 Computed tomographic angiography, head, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing191 113 16 562
70498 Computed tomographic angiography, neck, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing175 123 8 507
70540 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, orbit, face, and/or neck; without contrast material(s) 493 214 29 1,206
70544 Magnetic resonance angiography, head; without contrast material(s) 461 290 20 1,128
70547 Magnetic resonance angiography, neck; without contrast material(s) 164 100 7 323
70551 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, brain (including brain stem); without contrast material 3,119 1,258 314 19,555
70554 Magnetic resonance imaging, brain, functional MRI; including test selection and administration of repetitive body part movement and/or visual stimulation, not requiring physician or psychologist administration13 12 6 32
71250 Computed tomography, thorax; without contrast material 1,957 1,069 186 15,364
71271 Computed tomography, thorax, low dose for lung cancer screening, without contrast material(s) 241 186 30 1,992
71275 Computed tomographic angiography, chest (noncoronary), with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing297 149 30 1,252
71550 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, chest (eg, for evaluation of hilar and mediastinal lymphadenopathy); without contrast material(s)104 65 11 221
71555 Magnetic resonance angiography, chest (excluding myocardium), with or without contrast material(s) 119 51 14 199
72125 Computed tomography, cervical spine; without contrast material 288 341 19 844
72128 Computed tomography, thoracic spine; without contrast material 155 171 9 362
72131 Computed tomography, lumbar spine; without contrast material 327 606 60 1,500



72141 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, spinal canal and contents, cervical; without contrast material 1,953 1,655 184 7,971
72146 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, spinal canal and contents, thoracic; without contrast material 1,345 1,064 100 3,316
72148 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, spinal canal and contents, lumbar; without contrast material 1,832 1,710 213 14,473
72159 Magnetic resonance angiography, spinal canal and contents, with or without contrast material(s) 4 2 0 6
72191 Computed tomographic angiography, pelvis, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing11 11 0 30
72192 Computed tomography, pelvis; without contrast material 263 180 18 728
72196 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, pelvis; with contrast material(s) 581 498 95 2,921
72198 Magnetic resonance angiography, pelvis, with or without contrast material(s) 15 4 2 22
73200 Computed tomography, upper extremity; without contrast material 110 71 10 753
73206 Computed tomographic angiography, upper extremity, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing10 6 1 25
73220 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, upper extremity, other than joint; without contrast material(s), followed by contrast material(s) and further sequences170 117 11 905
73221 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, any joint of upper extremity; without contrast material(s) 994 1,071 122 6,618
73225 Magnetic resonance angiography, upper extremity, with or without contrast material(s) 3 9 5 17
73700 Computed tomography, lower extremity; without contrast material 448 211 35 1,643
73706 Computed tomographic angiography, lower extremity, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing20 21 5 80
73720 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, lower extremity other than joint; without contrast material(s), followed by contrast material(s) and further sequences1,210 1,276 218 13,496
73721 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, any joint of lower extremity; without contrast material 220 345 27 1,442
73725 Magnetic resonance angiography, lower extremity, with or without contrast material(s) 13 13 4 38
74150 Computed tomography, abdomen; without contrast material 534 457 112 3,709
74174 Computed tomographic angiography, abdomen and pelvis, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing78 56 18 462
74175 Computed tomographic angiography, abdomen, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing40 32 11 207
74176 Computed tomography, abdomen and pelvis; without contrast material 2,513 1,662 257 20,222
74181 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, abdomen; without contrast material(s) 695 430 103 3,491
74185 Magnetic resonance angiography, abdomen, with or without contrast material(s) 33 22 4 84
74261 Computed tomographic (CT) colonography, diagnostic, including image postprocessing; without contrast material7 0 0 10
74263 Computed tomographic (CT) colonography, screening, including image postprocessing 1 4 2 11
74712 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, fetal, including placental and maternal pelvic imaging when performed; single or first gestation41 3 2 120
75557 Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging for morphology and function without contrast material; 141 33 17 531
75571 Computed tomography, heart, without contrast material, with quantitative evaluation of coronary calcium 51 219 6 360
75572 Computed tomography, heart, with contrast material, for evaluation of cardiac structure and morphology (including 3D image postprocessing, assessment of cardiac function, and evaluation of venous structures, if performed)24 17 6 101
75573 Computed tomography, heart, with contrast material, for evaluation of cardiac structure and morphology in the setting of congenital heart disease (including 3D image postprocessing, assessment of left ventricular [LV] cardiac function, right ventricular [RV] structure and function and evaluation of vascular structures, if performed)16 5 1 120
75574 Computed tomographic angiography, heart, coronary arteries and bypass grafts (when present), with contrast material, including 3D image postprocessing (including evaluation of cardiac structure and morphology, assessment of cardiac function, and evaluation of venous structures, if performed)295 202 22 1,206
75635 Computed tomographic angiography, abdominal aorta and bilateral iliofemoral lower extremity runoff, with contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if performed, and image postprocessing41 27 7 367
76380 Computed tomography, limited or localized follow-up study 0 4 1 5
76390 Magnetic resonance spectroscopy 7 4 0 12
76497 Unlisted computed tomography procedure (eg, diagnostic, interventional) 3 19 2 25
76498 Unlisted magnetic resonance procedure (eg, diagnostic, interventional) 25 26 3 56
77046 Magnetic resonance imaging, breast, without contrast material; unilateral 249 114 23 1,092



77078 Computed tomography, bone mineral density study, 1 or more sites, axial skeleton (eg, hips, pelvis, spine) 19 21 4 105
77084 Magnetic resonance (eg, proton) imaging, bone marrow blood supply 4 0 0 4
78429 Myocardial imaging, positron emission tomography (PET), metabolic evaluation study (including ventricular wall motion[s] and/or ejection fraction[s], when performed), single study; with concurrently acquired computed tomography transmission scan46 42 9 154
78451 Myocardial perfusion imaging, tomographic (SPECT) (including attenuation correction, qualitative or quantitative wall motion, ejection fraction by first pass or gated technique, additional quantification, when performed); single study, at rest or stress (exercise or pharmacologic)850 1,017 120 9,429
78459 Myocardial imaging, positron emission tomography (PET), metabolic evaluation study (including ventricular wall motion[s] and/or ejection fraction[s], when performed), single study;62 78 6 250
78472 Cardiac blood pool imaging, gated equilibrium; planar, single study at rest or stress (exercise and/or pharmacologic), wall motion study plus ejection fraction, with or without additional quantitative processing62 9 0 86
78608 Brain imaging, positron emission tomography (PET); metabolic evaluation 17 26 0 64
78813 Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging; whole body 319 210 22 817
78816 Positron emission tomography (PET) with concurrently acquired computed tomography (CT) for attenuation correction and anatomical localization imaging; whole body943 571 100 3,306
81162 BRCA1 (BRCA1, DNA repair associated), BRCA2 (BRCA2, DNA repair associated) (eg, hereditary breast and ovarian cancer) gene analysis; full sequence analysis and full duplication/deletion analysis (ie, detection of large gene rearrangements)39 24 0 110
81163 BRCA1 (BRCA1, DNA repair associated), BRCA2 (BRCA2, DNA repair associated) (eg, hereditary breast and ovarian cancer) gene analysis; full sequence analysis0 6 0 15
81185 CACNA1A (calcium voltage-gated channel subunit alpha1 A) (eg, spinocerebellar ataxia) gene analysis; full gene sequence2 1 0 4
81201 APC (adenomatous polyposis coli) (eg, familial adenomatosis polyposis [FAP], attenuated FAP) gene analysis; full gene sequence0 1 2 3
81209 BLM (Bloom syndrome, RecQ helicase-like) (eg, Bloom syndrome) gene analysis, 2281del6ins7 variant 0 1 1 3
81210 BRAF (B-Raf proto-oncogene, serine/threonine kinase) (eg, colon cancer, melanoma), gene analysis, V600 variant(s) 0 1 0 1
81220 CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator) (eg, cystic fibrosis) gene analysis; common variants (eg, ACMG/ACOG guidelines)1 2 0 3
81223 CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator) (eg, cystic fibrosis) gene analysis; full gene sequence 6 0 0 55
81228 Cytogenomic constitutional (genome-wide) microarray analysis for constitutional chromosomal abnormalities; interrogation of genomic regions for copy number variants comparative genomic hybridization [CGH] microarray analysis11 4 1 33
81229 Cytogenomic constitutional (genome-wide) microarray analysis; interrogation of genomic regions for copy number and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) variants for comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) microarray analysis20 10 2 61
81243 FMR1 (fragile X mental retardation 1) (eg, fragile X mental retardation) gene analysis; evaluation to detect abnormal (eg, expanded) alleles2 11 1 32
81275 KRAS (Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog) (eg, carcinoma) gene analysis; variants in exon 2 (eg, codons 12 and 13)0 1 0 1
81292 MLH1 (mutL homolog 1, colon cancer, nonpolyposis type 2) (eg, hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer, Lynch syndrome) gene analysis; full sequence analysis7 4 0 12
81335 TPMT (thiopurine S-methyltransferase) (eg, drug metabolism) gene analysis, common variants (eg, *2, *3) 0 0 1 1
81403 Molecular pathology procedure, Level 4 (eg, analysis of single exon by DNA sequence analysis, analysis of >10 amplicons using multiplex PCR in 2 or more independent reactions, mutation scanning or duplication/deletion variants of 2-5 exons)6 1 2 13
81405 Molecular pathology procedure, Level 6  Cytogenomic constitutional targeted microarray analysis of chromosome 22q13 by interrogation of genomic regions for copy number and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)   variants for chromosomal abnormalities (When performing cytogenomic [genome-wide] analysis for constitutional chromosomal abnormalities, see 81228, 81229, 81349)0 1 0 1
81415 Exome (eg, unexplained constitutional or heritable disorder or syndrome); sequence analysis 9 2 0 14
81416 Exome (eg, unexplained constitutional or heritable disorder or syndrome); sequence analysis, each comparator exome (eg, parents, siblings)1 0 0 1
81419 Epilepsy genomic sequence analysis panel, must include analyses for ALDH7A1, CACNA1A, CDKL5, CHD2, GABRG2, GRIN2A, KCNQ2, MECP2, PCDH19, POLG, PRRT2, SCN1A, SCN1B, SCN2A, SCN8A, SLC2A1, SLC9A6, STXBP1, SYNGAP1, TCF4, TPP1, TSC1, TSC2, and ZEB21 2 0 3
81432 Hereditary breast cancer-related disorders (eg, hereditary breast cancer, hereditary ovarian cancer, hereditary endometrial cancer); genomic sequence analysis panel, must include sequencing of at least 10 genes, always including BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PALB2, PTEN, STK11, and TP5331 10 0 82
81435 Hereditary colon cancer disorders (eg, Lynch syndrome, PTEN hamartoma syndrome, Cowden syndrome, familial adenomatosis polyposis); genomic sequence analysis panel, must include sequencing of at least 10 genes, including APC, BMPR1A, CDH1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUTYH, PTEN, SMAD4, and STK113 0 0 4
81439 Inherited cardiomyopathy (eg, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, dilated cardiomyopathy, arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy) genomic sequence analysis panel, must include sequencing of at least 5 cardiomyopathy-related genes (eg. DSG2, MYBPC3, MYH7, PKP2, and TTN)0 2 0 2
81443 Genetic testing for severe inherited conditions (eg, cystic fibrosis, Ashkenazi Jewish-associated disorders [eg, Bloom syndrome, Canavan disease, Fanconi anemia type C,   mucolipidosis type VI, Gaucher disease, Tay-Sachs disease], beta hemoglobinopathies, phenylketonuria, galactosemia), genomic sequence analysis panel, must include sequencing of at   least 15 genes26 4 3 205
81455 Targeted genomic sequence analysis panel, solid organ or hematolymphoid neoplasm, DNA analysis, and RNA analysis when performed, 51 or greater genes   (eg, ALK, BRAF, CDKN2A, CEBPA, DNMT3A, EGFR, ERBB2, EZH2, FLT3, IDH1, IDH2, JAK2, KIT, KRAS, MLL, NPM1, NRAS, MET, NOTCH1, PDGFRA, PDGFRB, PGR, PIK3CA, PTEN, RET),   interrogation for sequence variants and copy number variants or rearrangements5 2 0 11
81479 Unlisted molecular pathology procedure 13 4 2 51
81518 Oncology (breast), mRNA, gene expression profiling by real-time RT-PCR of 11 genes (7 content and 4 housekeeping), utilizing formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue, algorithms reported as percentage risk for metastatic recurrence and likelihood of benefit from extended endocrine therapy0 0 3 3
81519 Oncology (breast), mRNA, gene expression profiling by real-time RT-PCR of 21 genes, utilizing formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue, algorithm reported as recurrence score4 0 1 7
81541 Oncology (prostate), mRNA gene expression profiling by real-time RT-PCR of 46 genes (31 content and 15 housekeeping), utilizing formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue, algorithm reported as a disease-specific mortality risk score1 1 0 2
81546 Oncology (thyroid), mRNA, gene expression analysis of 10,196 genes, utilizing fine needle aspirate, algorithm reported as a categorical result (eg,benign or suspicious)0 0 1 1



92507 Treatment of speech, language, voice, communication, and/or auditory processing disorder; individual 9903 3811 944 32083
93307 Echocardiography, transthoracic, real-time with image documentation (2D), includes M-mode recording, when performed, complete, without spectral or color Doppler echocardiography1076 1454 274 24293
93312 Echocardiography, transesophageal, real-time with image documentation (2D) (with or without M-mode recording); including probe placement, image acquisition, interpretation and report86 35 8 414
93350 Echocardiography, transthoracic, real-time with image documentation (2D), includes M-mode recording, when performed, during rest and cardiovascular stress test using treadmill, bicycle exercise and/or pharmacologically induced stress, with interpretation and report;135 160 33 1717
97116 Therapeutic procedure, 1 or more areas, each 15 minutes; gait training (includes stair climbing) 23136 8686 2330 55111
97533 Sensory integrative techniques to enhance sensory processing and promote adaptive responses to environmental demands, direct (one-on-one) patient contact, each 15 minutes6870 3618 919 19271
S8037 MAGNETIC RESONANCE CHOLANGIOPANCREATOGRAPHY 119 59 3 495
S8042 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING LOW-FIELD 1 15 0 16


